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CBP Data: 30K Chinese “Migrants” Encountered at Border
in Fiscal 2024

AP Images
Chinese migrants at U.S. border

Border agents have encountered almost
30,000 Chinese “migrants” so far this fiscal
year. If that pace through four months
continues to year’s end, the final figure will
dwarf the massive influx of the possible
spies and sleeper military personnel who
crossed the border since the beginning of
fiscal 2021.

Nearly 20,000 of the Chinese illegally
crossed the southwest border, the vast
majority of those in the San Diego sector.

The obvious major concern, as FBI officials
told top senators and congressmen last
month, is that foreign nations have planted a
sleeper army or terror cell here to launch a
devastating attack.

NEW: Per CBP source, Border Patrol’s San Diego sector apprehended 269 Chinese nationals
who crossed illegally yesterday.
More than 20,000 Chinese nationals have now been encountered by CBP in FY’24 so far. For
perspective, there were only 450 Chinese encountered in all of FY’21.

— Bill Melugin (@BillMelugin_) February 13, 2024

The Numbers

Numbers from U.S. Customs and Border Protection tell the tale.

Since October 1, the beginning of fiscal 2024, border agents have encountered 29,799 Chinese
nationwide.

Last year, they encountered 52,700, almost double the 27,756 in fiscal 2022.

If the pace of Chinese encounters keeps up, border agents will encounter about 88,000 by September
30, the end of the fiscal year.

That would be a 67-percent increase from fiscal 2023.

Most of the Chinese, 18,755, were stopped at the southwest border. Most were caught crossing
illegally. And 98.3 percent of those encountered, 18,427, were caught jumping the border in the San
Diego sector.

Just 450 Chinese illegals crossed the southwest border in fiscal 2021, a figure that increased 383.5
percent to 2,176 in fiscal 2022. Then it rocketed 1,017 percent to 24,314 in fiscal 2023.

The massive increases clearly indicate that the Chinese know Biden is permitting an illegal-alien

https://twitter.com/BillMelugin_/status/1757448558092202280?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/nationwide-encounters
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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invasion, and that, like other illegals, they will likely be released to disappear.

https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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The data also show that most of the “migrants” — 88 percent this year and 87 percent last year — are
single adults.

Former G-Men Concerned

That last datum concerns former FBI officials, who wrote to House Speaker Mike Johnson, Senate
Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, and other top legislators in January.

“It would be difficult to overstate the danger represented by the presence inside our borders of what is
comparatively a multi-division army of young single adult males from hostile nations and regions whose
background, intent, or allegiance is completely unknown,” the officials wrote:

https://thenewamerican.com/us/immigration/former-fbi-officials-warn-congress-the-country-has-been-invaded-devastating-attack-could-be-ahead/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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They include individuals encountered by border officials and then possibly released into the
country, along with a shockingly high estimate of “gotaways” — meaning those who have
entered and evaded apprehension.

But even more dangerous is the number of military-age men, they wrote, “holding questionable
motivations dramatically increased in number to become the most common profile of those breaching
the nation’s border.”

“A startling number had been found on the terror watch list or are from countries designated as state
sponsors of terror or distinctly unfriendly to the United States,” and the “the surge and numbers of
single military aged males descending upon American cities and towns is alarming and perilous.”

Nor are the young men only from well-known terrorist nations. Some are from Russia and China,
“hostile adversaries of the U.S. with aspirations to devastate national infrastructure.”

As for the terror suspects, border agents have stopped 170 on the terror watch list: 111 were stopped
at ports of entry, most of them at the northern border, and 59 trying to cross illegally, all but one at the
southwest border.

Thus, the FBI men concluded, the shift in the demographic of “migrants” to mostly single men is no
“accident or coincidence.”

“These men are potential operators in what appears to be an accelerated and strategic penetration, a
soft invasion,” they wrote, “designed to gain internal access to a country that cannot be invaded
militarily in order to inflict catastrophic damage if and when enemies deem it necessary.”

And those men don’t include the thugs, thieves, terrorists, and rapist-murderers Biden has released.
That policy that has ended in the gang assault of New York City cops, the arrest of a terrorist in
Minneapolis, and the rape and murder of a 20-year-old woman.

Illegal-alien criminals caught thus far this fiscal year number 5,616. Last year, border agents caught
15,267.

Yet aside from the millions the Biden administration has already released to disappear, he still isn’t
finished endangering Americans. He now plans to release thousands more to exact revenge on
Republicans who refused to accept the recently failed border bill.

The measure would have permitted nearly two million border encounters annually before the secretary
of homeland security was required to declare an emergency. It also would have sent $2.33 billion to
leftist open-borders groups to import bogus refugees and asylum applicants.

https://thenewamerican.com/us/immigration/biden-plans-mass-release-of-illegals-over-failure-of-flawed-border-bill/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/us/crime/reports-illegals-who-assaulted-nypd-officers-part-of-major-theft-robbery-conspiracy/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/us/immigration/biden-admin-released-terrorist-in-march-caught-him-last-week-migrant-threatens-reporter-at-border/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/us/crime/family-of-raped-murdered-daughter-to-sue-biden-admin-for-100m-accused-is-ms-13-member-released-at-border/?utm_source=_pdf
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/cbp-enforcement-statistics/criminal-noncitizen-statistics
https://thenewamerican.com/us/immigration/biden-plans-mass-release-of-illegals-over-failure-of-flawed-border-bill/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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H/T: Legal Insurrection, Fox News

https://legalinsurrection.com/2024/02/border-patrol-agents-have-encountered-over-20000-chinese-nationals-in-fiscal-year-2024/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/chinese-migrants-pouring-across-southern-border-spark-national-security-concerns
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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